We present a learning-based scheme for robustly and accurately estimating clothing fitness as well as the human shape on clothed 3D human scans. Our approach maps the clothed human geometry to a geometry image that we call clothed-GI. To align clothed-GI under different clothing, we extend the parametric human model and employ skeleton detection and warping for reliable alignment. For each pixel on the clothed-GI, we extract a feature vector including color/texture, position, normal, etc. and train a modified conditional GAN network for per-pixel fitness prediction using a comprehensive 3D clothing. Our technique significantly improves the accuracy of human shape prediction, especially under loose and fitted clothing. We further demonstrate using our results for human/clothing segmentation and virtual clothes fitting at a high visual realism.
Introduction
With the availability of commodity 3D scanners such as Microsoft Kinect and, most recently, mobile 3D scanners based on structured light and time-of-flight imaging, it has become increasing common to create 3D human models in place of traditional 3D images. For example, KinectFusion [24] and DoubleFusion [18] produce high quality 3D scans using a single 3D sensor whereas more sophisticated dome systems [5] acquire dynamic models with textures. However, nearly all existing approaches conduct reconstruction without considering the effects of clothing, or more precisely the fitness of clothing. In reality, human body geometry and clothing geometry covering the body can exhibit significant variations: borrowing jargon from clothing manufactures, clothing can be loose -large clothing-body gaps to allow a full range motion, fitted -a slimmer, athletic cut eliminating the bulk of extra fabric, and compressionultra-tight, second-skin fit.
The focus of this paper is to robustly and accurately estimate clothing fitness from the acquired 3D human mod- Figure 1 . Our fitness measure and body shape recovery scheme. Using a clothed 3D scan (upper left) as input, we fit a parametric model (bottom left) using geometry images and measure clothing fitness (center). The results can be used to automatically segment clothing from the 3D scan as well as to predict the underlying human body shape. els. Figure 1 shows our estimated fitness, underlying body shape with its clothing of a human. Applications are numerous, ranging from more accurate body shape estimation under clothing, clothing-body segmentation, clothing simulations, etc. Previous approaches have focused on approximating human shape from a single or multiple viewpoints, preferable with fitted or compression clothing. These approaches adopt optimization schemes to estimate the best model that fits the imagery, pose, and motion data, by assuming clothing a thin and fit layer over the skin. In reality, the looseness of clothing greatly affects the accuracy and robustness of the measure. Figure 2 shows an example of body shape of the same human body, but under jacket, robes, t-shirt. The results exhibit strong variations while ignoring the fitness of clothing. Figure 2 . Results using direct parametric body fitting. Top row: the same subject wearing clothing with drastically different fitness. Bottom row: the parametric body fitting results using SMPL [22] . The body estimation exhibits severe inconsistency caused by clothing.
Different from previous approaches, we focus on simultaneously modeling the fitness of clothing and human body shape. We observe that humans can quickly identify clothing fitness (loose vs. fit vs. compression) as important prior to shape estimation and seek to develop a similar learningbased pipeline. Specifically, we set out to combine global and local inferences: the former includes clothing styles and types and the latter includes shape deformations such as folds and puffiness.
We first present a data-driven clothing fitness estimation scheme that considers clothing type and geometry as well as human pose. The input to our scheme is a 3D mesh of clothed human and we set out to map it to a geometry image [9] that we call clothed-GI. We extend the parametric human model SMPL [22] by aligning key geometry features (e.g., joints, hands, head, feet, etc) so that human models of different shapes and under different clothing can be uniformly analyzed via clothed-GI. By employing skeleton and joint warping, our alignment scheme supports a large variety of poses in addition to the neutral A or T pose. For each pixel on the clothed-GI, we extract a feature vector including color/texture, curvature, position, normal, etc and set out to predict its fitness measure. We use the vectors between each corresponding vertex pair of body and clothing geometry as the fitness measure and train a modified conditional GANs network for per-pixel fitness prediction. Finally, we use the fitness measure to predict human shape under clothing.
We collect a large 3D data set that consists of a large variety of clothing: t-shirt, jacket, down jacket, jocker pants, trousers, etc. The data set provides the ground truth for training and testing. Comprehensive experiments show that, compared with the state-of-the-art, our technique significantly improves the accuracy of human shape prediction especially under loose and fitted clothing. We further demonstrate how the recovered human geometry can also be used to automatically segment clothing from human body on 3D meshes as well as virtual clothes fitting at a high visual realism.
Related Work
The literature on 3D human body shape estimation is vast and we only review the most relevant ones. Most works can be categorized as multi-view stereo vs. depth fusion based approaches. The former employs correspondence matching and triangulation [8, 33, 25] , assisted by visual SLAM. The most notable work is the multi-view dome setting from the CMU group composed of 600 cameras that can reconstruct realistic single or multiple 3D humans [14, 15, 38] . The latter uses active sensors such as structured light and time-of-flight range scanning (e.g, Microsoft Kinect I and II, respectively) and are of a much lower cost [3, 23, 41, 6] . Newcombe et al. [23] compensate geometric changes due to motion captured from a single RGB-D sensor. Yu et al. [42] present a single view system to reconstruct cloth geometry and inner body shape based on the parametric body model. Their approach allows the subject to wear casual clothing and separately treat the inner body shape and the outer clothing geometry.
Estimating body shape under clothing is more challenging. Existing methods employ a statistical or parametric 3D body model, e.g., SCAPE [1] and SMPL [22] , and require the subject wearing minimal or fitted clothing. The earlier work by [2] builds on the concept of visual hull under an assumption that the clothing becomes looser or tighter on different body parts as a person moves. They estimate a maximal silhouette-consistent parametric shape (MSCPS) from several images of a person with both minimal and normal clothing. Wuhrer et al. [37] estimate body shape from static scans or motion sequences by modeling body shape variation with a skeleton-based deformation. Their method requires fitted clothing. In general, human body shape estimation in wide and puffy clothing is significantly more difficult than in fited clothing since, even for humans. More recent approaches attempt to align clothing on the human body model [11, 43, 29] . Our approach also aims to align a parametric model but we employ the geometry image analysis and exploit fitness prediction for more reliable shape prediction. [28, 36, 26] learn articulated body poses of humans from their occluded body parts via sequential convolutional networks (ConvNets). [20] predicts body segments and landmarks from annotated human pose datasets, and conducts body pose estimation with clothing and 3D body fitting. Lassner et al. [19] present a generative model of full body in clothing, but their work focuses more on appearance generation than body shape estimation. Pavlakos et al. [27] propose a ConvNet based method with parameterized body model to generate a detailed 3D mesh from a single color image, and refine the mesh by projecting it back to the 2D image for full body pose and shape estimation. Their technique relies on parameter prediction from the body model and body pose training data. Most recently, [40] exploits the relation between clothing and the underlying body movement with data collected as the same actor in the same clothing, the same actor in different clothing, and different actors in the same type of clothing. Pons-Moll et al. [29] estimate a minimally clothed shape and uses retargeting to map the body shape in different sizes and poses. Lähner et al. [16] propose a data-driven framework based on body motion. Instead of modeling the variations of clothing and underlying body, our approach builds a GAN based technique to learn the fitness between the human body and the clothing layer. We then estimate both inner body shape and clothing segmentation from our new dataset of different subjects in different clothing styles.
Body Shape Alignment
Our goal is to estimate fitness for human shape estimation along with clothing segmentation. Figure 3 illustrates the pipeline of our proposed approach for each body mesh. The major difference from the previous approaches such as [40] is that we directly predict the fitness level to represent the relation between underlying human body and its clothing layer. To align an unclothed (template) model to the scanned clothed one, we apply shape deformation and then compare the geometry images between the two for training and prediction.
Input 3D Meshes
We also use the multi-view dome system to acquire the initial 3D meshes, although we can also use state-of-the-art KinectFusion or DoubleFusion to generate the input. Our dome system consists of 80 calibrated video cameras. We have recruited 18 subjects, 9 males and 9 females. 10 subjects are reconstructed under the canonical "A" or "T" static poses and 8 subjects are captured in free movements. We use a total of 227 pieces of clothing. On average each static subject wears around 20 different pieces of clothing, ranging from fit to puffy, light to heavy. For each dynamic subject, we capture 400 500 frames. We also captured their corresponding unclothed models.
We reconstruct the 3D mesh for each human body using [30] to construct a new dataset. We further extract the skeleton points of human body and hands in each 2D image using [4, 31] , and conduct 3D point triangulation [35] to recover a 3D skeletal structure for each human body [35] .
Deformation-based Alignment
Our goal is to map a parametric model to the recovered real human shapes. We use the SMPL parametric model. Since we need later deform the shape to the target real human, we first smooth out the detail geometry on the head, feet and hands, e.g., ears, nose and fingers and at the same time we make these parts more densely sampled so that we can warp corresponding vertices to the target with details, as shown in Figure 4 (a). We bind the genus zero body model with the skeleton from OpenPose [4, 31] , 23 joints for the body and 21 joints for each hand (in Figure  4 (b) ). This results in a remeshed body model M T , which we call unclothed parametric model(unclothed-PM), with N M = 14985 vertices, N F = 29966 facets and N J = 65 joints, as defined in Equation (1).
where we use capital and bold letters to denote matrices F for facets, J for joints and M for vectors of mesh vertices, and capital letters to denote function (e.g. M (·)). The joints in the unclothed-PM are: We then optimize the mesh of the unclothed-PM following the embedded deformation (ED) graph [34] .
As shown in Equation (3), ED graph of the body mesh has N G nodes. The warping field G k of each node consists of rotation R k ∈ SO(3) and translate t k ∈ R 3 , where k ∈ [0, N G ), and can be formulated as
wherev i indicates the canonical position at vertex i, w
the blending weight between vertex i and graph node k. We compute these weights based on Euclidean metric of n-nearest nodes as in [34] . We further warp the unclothed-PM M T with the skeletal structure J mv from multi-view images and compute its vertex matrix as M warp = M (J mv ) for the initial deformation in a specific pose.
We adopt a 3-stage deformation scheme, as shown in Figure 5 .
Silhouette deformation. For a 3D mesh of human body in our dataset, we set up a virtual system C in Equation (6) with N C = 30 virtual cameras to view different parts of the mesh. For each of five parts at head, feet and hands, we set two cameras orthogonal to each other. And for the front and back sides of the torso mesh, we arrange five cameras at equal intervals for the upper and lower parts, respectively. where c j denotes extrinsic parameters of a camera. w C j ∈ [0.5, 1] represents the camera positions, eg., 0.5 for the torso and 1 for the left hand.
We then render the 3D mesh and generate a high-quality silhouette of the body mesh at each virtual view. Similar to [39] , we implement the multi-view silhouette generation with energy function as shown in Equation (7):
where E mv represents the data term for the multi-view silhouette generation, E reg a regularization term as defined in [32] . For the data term,
where v S j is the vertex set of virtual silhouettes, P j (·) is the projection function of camera j. For each deformed vertex v i , its corresponding silhouette point is p k ∈ R 2 with normal n k ∈ R 2 . We search for the corresponding points via the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. And for the regularization term,
where N k ∈ G is the 1-ring neighbourhood of graph node k, w N k,n the weight between the nodes k, n.
ED graph-based none-rigid deformation. we exploit a global non-rigid deformation with ED graph to deform our silhouette deformation result M S to the 3D mesh. We resample the ED graph of M T with more nodes, but remain G for clarity. The energy function is defined as
where data term E D data (G) is for the deformation and regularization term E D reg (G) the same as in Equation (9) . The data term in Equation (10) is as
where λ Per-vertex non-rigid deformation. We finally refine the deformation from ED graph-based none-rigid result M D to the 3D mesh via per-vertex optimization as in Equation (12), with its data term in Equation (13) .
After refinement, we obtain a clothed body model, namely clothed-PM. The clothed-PM is a pose-dependent 3D mesh of human body in clothing, we can calculate the fitness if given its underlying body shape of the mesh or given its clothing segment. We show later that clothed-PM enables reliable shape estimation under clothing and clothing segmentation.
Clothed Geometry Images
Our deformation schemes enable direct alignment between the source and the target models. However, to measure the fitness and subsequently conduct training, we need to represent the two models suitable for training. We exploit the geometry images [9] . There are different ways of forming geometry images. In our case, our 3D clothed-PM mesh should maintain shape while preserving fitness measures. We first compare the fitness at vertices or a patch of the same body parts on several meshes, eg., shoulders and waists, then manually cut the mesh along a path where the fitness variation on its geometry image becomes smaller. Most recently, Li et al. [21] propose an optimization approach to automatically seek a satisfactory seamline with low discontinuity artifacts. We also use their OptCuts algorithm to cut our clothed-PM mesh into its clothed-GI for comparisons.
We adopt a similar notation of [7] . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, choose any set of real numbers λ i,j for j = 1, . . . , N such that
where (i, j) ∈ E represents neighbouring vertices at i and j, and different λ i,j corresponding to different mappings. We then immobilize vertices at the boundary, and define u 1 , . . . , u n to be the solutions of the linear system of equations as in Equation (15).
Our clothed-GI preserves key information in its 3D mesh at each vertex. From the clothed-GI, we build a 2D feature map with 9 channels of positions, normals and RGB colors at a vertex, and refine this map via linear interpolation as input to our FitNets.
Fitness Prediction
We explore a new concept, fitness, to describe the relation between the naked body shape and its clothing, and propose a ConvNets based and GAN based architecture to predict the fitness on our new dataset for both body shape estimation and clothing segmentation.
Fitness Measure
We define the fitness F as a vector in three channels in Equation (16) . In Euclidean geometry, the direction of F is from an unclothed body model M with N M vertices to a clothed body mesh M c with N M c vertices, and its magnitude the Euclidean distance between the corresponding vertices on the two models. More specifically, the fitness F i at a vertex i is calculated in Equation (17) .
where v c i and v i represent the corresponding vertices at i from the clothed and unclothed body models,
This issue results in a critical problem of correspondence matching. In practice, however, it is challenging since humans generally wear more casual clothing than compression or fit. The relation between the body shape and its clothing layer also relies on many factors, eg., body pose, motion, clothing materials, thickness, etc.
Our clothed-PM enables calculating the fitness between its underlying body shape and clothing layer of the mesh, given either ground truth of the two. We calculate the fitness F i at a vertex i of body model as in Equation (18).
where v i refers to a vertex at i of the ground truth of inner body shape. N c 1 is the set of closest vertices ray-traced forward along the normal direction of v i with apex angle of 15 degrees, and N c 2 the set of closest vertices on the clothed-PM mesh ray-traced backward.
In this work, we construct a learning based approach to automatically predict fitness from our clothed-PM mesh of a human body when unknown its ground truth of inner body shape or clothing segment.
FitNets Architecture
We construct two network architectures, ConvNets based and GANs based, to predict fitness, which we name CFitNets and G-FitNets for short, respectively.
Our C-FitNets consists of both encoder and decoder for a high-resolution fitness map. We improve the fullyconvolutional regression networks (FCRN) [10] by combining the ResNet-50 [12] . We also modify its setting of input data to fit our feature map and its up-projection [17] to simplify the structural complexity. The loss function for regression is usually to minimize a squared Euclidean distance between predicted and observed. Similar to the FCRN, we use BerHu loss for a best pixelwise fitness map.
Alternatively, we modify a conditional GANs [13] to construct our G-FitNets. We change the input channels and recursive depth of the network. The conditional GANs learns a mapping to generate an output from an input image x and random noise vector z to output image y G : {x, z} → y which is indistinguishable by the adversarial discriminator D, which is trained to detect the output fake from the input. Following [13] , the objective function is defined as
where G minimizes L GAN while the adversarial D maximizes it. We use L1 distance, rather than L2, for fewer blurring artifacts. Figure 6 . Sample training data from our dataset: three real human models (human body models individually scanned with and without clothing; the clothes model is manually segmented) and one synthetic model (right most).
Fitness between the underlying body shape and its clothing layer is originally at each vertex of the 3D mesh, we therefore transform the 2D fitness map from our FitNets back to 3D via the inverse mapping of Equation (15) in Sec. 3.3, and calculate the displacement d i between the clothed-PM and its former unclothed-PM in Equation (23) .
where M warp is the vertex matrix of unclothed-PM M warp , M V the vertex matrix of clothed-PM M V . We assign the fitness at the vertices whose direction is opposite to zero, and refine the 3D fitness via a local Gaussian filter.
Experimental Results
We carry out comprehensive experiments to validate our method on a new dataset and the Bodies Under Flowing Fashion (BUFF) dataset in [43] , and evaluate the performance of our networks. Figure 6 shows our dataset that consists of 4k+ 3D meshes reconstructed via the MVS method [30] from multiview images (some of which undone from dynamic sequences) of 18 subjects in different clothing, as described in Sec. 3.1. We also generate 2k+ 3D meshes of synthetic avatars in different clothing with Adobe Fuse CC. The clothing for both the subjects and the avatars varies in styles, materials, length, size and heaviness, eg., long or short shirts, long or short down coat, long or short pants, etc. The 3D meshes in the dataset is pose-dependent, each has 50,000 vertices and 100,000 facets. We categorize 80% of the 3D meshes, reconstructed or synthesized, for training set and 20% for testing set. Note that we manually segment the head, feet and hands of the 3D meshes when input to our FitNets since these parts are uncovered in the clothing.
Dataset
For ground truth body shape, we further capture images of the subjects in minimal clothing, and manually adjust their poses to the same ones when they are in other clothing styles. We ask 5 artists to annotate clothing segments of a 3D mesh and average them as its ground truth clothing segment. We then generate the fitness between the body shape and clothing segment of ground truth by employing the algorithm described in Sec. 4.1.
Evaluations
Using our networks, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate our experimental results in fitness prediction, underlying body shape estimation and clothing segmentation, in comparison with the original FCRN [10] on our dataset and the BUFF dataset [43] .
Fitness prediction Our input feature map and output fitness map are 224×224×9 and 224×224×3 in size, respectively. We visualize these maps in colors. Figure 7 shows the clothed-GI manually cut by an artist or with the OptCut algorithm from a 3D mesh in our dataset, the feature maps of positions, normals, and RGB colors, and the fitness map predicted from our networks. The directions and magnitudes of fitness in intensity match with the feature map, visually similar to the feature map of normals.
We employ four error metrics, such as L1 and L2, to quantitatively evaluate the fitness map, and normalize the values of fitness ranging from -10 to 10. The mean-squared error (MSE) from L1 and L2 norms between the predicted fitness map y and ground truth y is computed as:
Average log 10 error (log10) and the average relative error (ARE) are often used for depth prediction, computed as:
rel(y,ŷ) = 1 wh Table 1 shows four metrics in three networks, C-FitNets, G-FitNets, and the original FCRN. "regular" and "optcut" denote the input clothed-GI cut manually by an artist and with the OptCut algorithm, respectively. Our G-FitNets perform best amongst the three networks. Body shape estimation under clothing. We have investigated physical body shapes statistically in our 3D mesh dataset, and observed that body shape has a close relation with the clothing covering it subject to fitness. In this work, we initially set the fitness of human skin to zero, and use solely one mesh to estimate its body shape. With the fitness predicted, we estimate the body shape of a mesh along with its clothing segment from the clothed-PM. Table 2 demonstrates the per pixel accuracy for the segmentation in three networks, C-FitNets, G-FitNets, and FCRN. The G-FitNets again provides best performance, highly beyond the other two. The results also show that the input clothed-GI cut manually outperform that with the OptCut technique since the latter attempts to minimize the seam length while satisfying distortion bound. And after we get the segment result on 2D, we can then inverse map it to either MVS 3D mesh or DPM. We have also conducted experiments on two body meshes in the BUFF dataset [43] , as shown in Figure 8 . The results as well as those from our dataset show that our new method enables accurate and robust estimation of fitness, body shape and clothing segmentation of a human body in a variety of clothing styles. This may fail when clothes on a body are extremely heavy and puffy and when a body is unshaped, eg., the underlying legs of the third mesh in Figure   Figure 8 . Sample results using our technique for fitness prediction, shape estimation and clothes segmentation. From left to right: input 3D meshes, clothed-PM, fitness measure, estimated body shape under clothing, and automatically segmented clothes.
2, as well as in the case body parts such as armpits are occluded. In the supplementary materials, we further demonstrate the recovered shape can be used for virtual clothing fitting.
Computation time and parameters We conduct our experiments on a commonplace setting with CPU Intel Core i7-8700K 3.7GHZ, GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti 8G. The parameters assigned for stage 1, 2 and 3 are as follows: N G S = 1407, λ For the computation time in our algorithm, training occupies the most, about 5 hours, but this only conducts once for the learning process. The 3-stage silhouette-based deformation costs up to 6 seconds, and fitness prediction about 10 seconds.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a learning-based scheme for robustly and accurately estimating clothing fitness as well as human geometry on clothed 3D human scans. At the core of our approach is the use of geometry images to align clothed human geometry under various types of clothing. Specifically, we have collected a large 3D clothing dataset, tailored features, and trained a modified conditional GAN network to automatically determine clothing fitness and subsequently the underlying human shape. Comprehensive experiments have shown that our approach is reliable and accurate. We have further demonstrated using our scheme for automatic human/clothing segmentation, virtual clothes fitting, and clothing motion simulation. Since both clothing geometry and human shape geometry are obtained from real data, we manage to produce results at a high visual realism.
Since our model is based on geometry images, our technique by far can only handle genus 0 human geometry. In reality, human geometry can form much more complex topology and more sophisticated geometry image generation and subsequently alignment schemes should be developed and are our immediate future work. Our technique uses 3D clothed models as input. In the future, we plan to explore the possibility of directly using a single or a sparse set of 2D images. The challenge there is how to reliably infer 3D clothing geometry from images when accurate 3D reconstruction is unavailable. By augmenting our training as well as using lighting estimation, it may be possible to directly clothing fitness from a single 2D image.
